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Abstract
This invention relates generally to a ruthenium stabilized oxidation-reduction catalyst useful for oxidizing carbon monoxide, and volatile organic compounds, and reducing nitrogen oxide species in oxidizing environments, substantially without the formation of toxic and volatile ruthenium oxide species upon said oxidizing environment being at high temperatures.
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Oxidation-reduction catalyst and its process of use

origin of the invention

This invention was jointly made by employees of the United States Government and contract employees during the performance of work under a NASA contract which is subject to the provisions of Public Law 95-517 (35 U.S.C. 202) in which the contractor has elected not to retain title and may be manufactured and used by or for the government for governmental purposes without the payment of royalties thereon or therefore.

Background of the invention

1. Field of the invention

This invention relates generally to a stabilization mechanism for use in oxidation/reduction catalyst systems. It particularly relates to a ruthenium stabilization mechanism that enables the use of inexpensive metallic species within catalyst systems targeted for the elimination of toxic emissions such as carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and other volatile organics, and specifically nitrogen oxide species.

2. Description of the Related Art

Internal combustion engines are the primary source of air-borne pollutants in the United States and many parts of the world. Only since the 1970’s have regulatory organizations led by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and sanctioned by the Clean Air Act of 1973 begun initiating mandates for pollution control on ground vehicles. Performance requirements focus on the destruction of the three primary pollutants present in the exhausted emission stream: 1) hydrocarbons (i.e., uncombusted fuel, HC), 2) carbon monoxide (CO), and 3) nitrogen oxides (NOx).

EPA and California Air Resource Bureau (CARB) certification of automotive catalytic converter systems requires a catalyst technology to meet minimum performance requirements for a period commensurate with its final application. Gasoline-powered automobile aftermarket catalysts, for example, must currently eliminate 70% of emitted CO, 70% HC, and 60% NOX for a period of 25,000 miles operation (OE market>100,000 miles). Product durability is evaluated through approved rapid aging tests (RAT) that involve subjecting the catalyst to the emissions stream of a full-scale automobile engine operating under elevated inlet temperatures (e.g., 850° C.) and varying fuel-to-air ratios ranging from rich to lean relative to stoichiometric (i.e., ideal) operating conditions. Catalytic converter performance is characterized by the efficiency of the conversion process and product durability in maintaining the mandated pollutant destruction levels.

Catalytic converters are complex, highly proprietary systems, all exploiting precious metal (PM) species as the primary catalytic elements. Catalyst systems for automotive converter applications, typically called three-way catalysts, consist of at least four primary components: 1) substrate, 2) inactive support material, 3) active oxygen storage material, and 4) precious metal (PM) species such as the primary oxidation—platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd) and reduction—rhodium (Rh) and iridium (Ir) metals. Substrates are typically honeycomb geometries of a mixed metal oxide composite (e.g., cordierite) or in a few cases, metal alloys (e.g., FeCrAl). Standard automobile converters typically use a single cordierite brick (e.g., 400 cells/square inch) of volume commensurate with engine size.

The inactive washcoat (e.g., aluminum oxide, alumina), oxygen storage material (e.g., cerium oxide, ceria), and some cases other metal species (e.g., iron, cobalt, nickel) used to facilitate electron transfer in the insulating support material are applied to the substrate from a particles-in-solvent slurry wash coat process. Following drying and calcining treatments at temperatures typically not exceeding 550° C. for six hours, precious metals are applied to the oxide coating quantitatively from salt solutions. Product assembly then follows an additional thermal treatment.

The key problem is that PMs are scarce commodities found naturally in quantity only in isolated regions of the Asian and African continents. Moreover, the dynamic market of individual PM species has driven, and will continue to dictate, the direction of catalytic technology developments. As a result, it is economically prudent and environmentally responsible to pursue the development of next generation catalyst systems that exploit more efficient active support materials and more readily available (i.e., less costly) metallic species for pollutant destruction.

NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) has developed a tin oxide/ceria-based three-way catalyst technology described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/056,845 filed Jan. 22, 2002, and hereby incorporated herein as if set forth in its entirety. The present invention uses ruthenium metal for NOx remediation, an attractive alternative to Rh from an availability, and hence cost perspective, often trading at prices less than Rh by an order of magnitude. Ruthenium reduces NOx as well as supports the oxidation of CO and HC; however, its use was originally abandoned by the industry following research in the 1970’s that showed its predilection to form volatile and toxic ruthenium oxide species that would be emitted into the environment. Therefore, exploiting ruthenium in three-way catalysts for NOx destruction required the stabilization of ruthenium under the high-temperature, oxidizing conditions of the automotive exhaust system.

Summary of the invention

The purpose of this innovation is to offer a cost-effective alternative technology for the remediation of nitrogen oxide (NOx) species for a variety of applications that include, but are not limited to, automotive catalytic converter, stationary energy source, diesel, and alternative-fuel emissions applications. The innovation involves the stabilization of ruthenium metal for use in high-temperature applications, particularly under oxidizing conditions that can lead to the formation of toxic and volatile ruthenium oxide species (e.g., RuO₂, RuO₄) that would be emitted from the exhaust system. The innovation exploits a discovered synergism between zirconia (i.e., zirconium oxide [ZrO₂]) and ruthenium metal that manifests in significantly enhanced thermal stability of ruthenium on the surface of the LaRC three-way catalyst technology.

Brief description of the drawings

FIG. 1 is a graph demonstrating the performance efficiency (%) for catalyst prototypes containing tin oxide only (Sn), Sn/ceria (Sn/CE), and Sn/Ce, zirconia (Sn/Ce/Zr) composites following various aging times under steady-state and RAT aging cycles (1 hr=1000 miles).

FIG. 2 is a graph demonstrating the effect of ceria (Ce) and zirconia (Zr) addition to the tin oxide (Sn) catalyst system on the retention of ruthenium following subjecting
the catalyst to five hours of air flow at 960° C. Ruthenium surface concentrations were determined using x-ray fluorescence measurements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The current embodiment of the LaRC automotive catalyst technology consists of a stabilized tin oxide/ceria/zirconia active layer dispersed in a high surface area alumina matrix that is applied simply by immersing the honeycomb substrate in a single solution slurry. Said slurry consists of a dispersion of the precursor aluminum isopropoxide in the miscible tin, cerium, and zirconium ethylhexanoate salt solutions, followed by thermal treatment. The catalyst employs Pt for CO and HC oxidation and Ru for NOx reduction. Current PM loadings (0.01 gBQ in 3 total) are lower than currently employed in industry by 25-50%, and ongoing efforts are realizing further reductions. The novel active surface area is maintained under accelerated aging conditions, with the most recent prototype exhibiting 80%, 80%, and 85% efficiency levels for CO, HC, and NOx destruction, respectively, following 25,000 miles of RAT-based simulated operation (i.e., 25 hours at an inlet temperature of 850° C. and varying lean/riche drive cycles). Moreover, material costs are at least 25-50% less than the current technology used for automotive aftermarket systems.

The use of low-cost transition metals such as ruthenium for NOx remediation has been, heretofore, prevented by the predilection of ruthenium, among other metals, to form toxic and volatile oxide species under high-temperature oxidizing conditions typical of most emission streams. Until now there have been no mechanisms proposed for the stabilization of ruthenium to enable its use for high-temperature catalytic applications. Exploiting the synergism between zirconia (i.e., zirconium oxide) and ruthenium is a unique approach to obtain stabilization of both the tin oxide/ceria system and the surface-bound ruthenium. EPA-approved durability test data showed poor NOx performance for all tin oxide-only and tin oxide/ceria-based catalysts following 5 and 15 hours of thermal aging, respectively. Incorporation of zirconia within the tin oxide/ceria system resulted in NOx destruction performance that exceeded EPA levels through 25 hours of durability testing (i.e., automotive catalytic converter aftermarket requirement).

In addition, X-ray fluorescence experiments were performed to determine the fate of ruthenium following thermal aging. The results show that ruthenium is lost from the surface of all catalyst samples not containing zirconia following subjection to a flowing air stream at 960° C. Together, these results indicate a strong, positive synergism between ruthenium and zirconia that has enabled the successful incorporation of an inexpensive metallic species for NOx elimination in a three-way catalyst system. This approach further extends the possibility of exploiting additional alternative metal species for oxidation of CO, HC, and other volatile organics as well the reduction of NOx, thereby, reducing reliance on scarce, expensive, and rapidly depleting precious metal species. The ultimate impact will be a reduction in the cost for NOx remediation technology that will support its broader application (e.g., to gas-powered lawn mowers, in third-world countries) and significantly reduce the pollution of the environment. Moreover, reductions in the cost of NOx-remediation technology will also be supported by economic competition elements that accompany market insertion of new and unique and cost-effective catalytic systems.

Catalysts incorporating tin oxide as the only reducible metal oxide coating exhibited poor NOx performance following even brief exposure to stoichiometric, or slightly rich (SS) accelerated aging conditions as shown in FIG. 1 (A18-S). Addition of ceria served to stabilize the tin oxide system, manifesting in acceptable performance through 5 hours of SS aging but all Sn/Ce prototypes failed to meet pollutant destruction requirements following 25 hours of SS aging. The addition of Zr, however, resulted in the formation of a catalyst that exhibited durability through 25 hours of SS aging at elevated inlet temperature of 850° C., resulting in a catalyst bed temperature of approximately 960° C. Thus, these data provided evidence for a positive synergism between the Ru and Zr that manifested in the catalyst formulation maintaining its NOx destruction capability under elevated temperatures.

The poor NOx performance results recovered for the Sn-only and Sn/Ce systems provide evidence that Ru surface active sites were being lost during this high-temperature operation. This could occur due to thermal reorganization (e.g., sintering) of the surface, poisoning by contaminants blocking the Ru active sites, or by the formation and subsequent volatilization of ruthenium oxide (RuOx) species. The fate of Ru following durability testing was investigated by measuring the amount of Ru present in a catalyst sample before and after being subject to a flowing air stream at 960° C. For these experiments, one-inch diameter cordierite substrates (0.5-in. length, 400 cells/in²') were coated with ethyl hexanoate salt solutions containing at least SnEH, in addition to CeEH and ZrEH. Promoter metals (i.e., iron, nickel, cobalt) were then deposited onto the reducible metal oxide layer by dipping the coated substrate in aqueous solutions of nitrate salts, followed by a thermal treatment at 550° C. for 6 hours. Pt and Ru precious metal species were then deposited quantitatively by applying solutions to the coated substrate using a Pasteur pipette. This was followed by a final thermal treatment identical to that applied to the promoter metal species layer.

X-ray fluorescence measurements were then performed on the fresh, or "green" catalyst prototypes. X-ray fluorescence is well suited to provide elemental information of species sequestered on the surface of the substrate sample. To exploit this technique, samples were positioned within the X-ray fluorescence instrument and marked to ensure reproducible alignment of the sample within the interrogation area. X-ray signatures were recovered for Ru prior to subjecting the samples to a high-temperature airflow for 6 hours. To mimic the durability conditions, cordierite samples were positioned within the center of a tube furnace that was maintained at 960° C. Airflow was maintained for 6 hours, after which the samples were allowed to cool to room temperature prior to repeating the X-ray fluorescence measurements on the exact location performed previously. The efficacy of this technique was verified prior to performing the durability measurements by repositioning the sample in the chamber multiple times and repeating the measurement. Measurement uncertainties of less than one percent were recovered using this approach. The X-ray fluorescence amplitudes recovered following thermal aging were normalized to the initial Ru surface concentration, and the results in terms of percent Ru maintained are shown in FIG. 2.

Through these measurements, it was determined that nearly all of the Ru active sites were being lost from the surface of the tin oxide and tin oxide/ceria composites at the
temperature maximum it was subject to in the SS aging treatment (960° C.). These results indicate that the tin oxide/ceria/zirconia composite system exhibited stability necessary to maintain catalytic performance superior to EPA and CARB mandates to at least 25,000 miles. We claim: 1. A stabilized oxidation-reduction catalyst comprising: a reducing species consisting of ruthenium; an oxidizing species selected from the group consisting of platinum, palladium, silver, and gold; and an active layer consisting solely of mixed-metal oxides, said mixed-metal oxides comprising: a stabilizing species consisting of cerium oxide, in an amount sufficient for the effective stabilization of said ruthenium; a first metal oxide which possesses more than one stable oxidation state including at least tin oxide; and a second metal oxide selected from the group consisting of cerium oxide, hafnium oxide, and lanthanum oxide; wherein said stabilized catalyst is formulated to permit the oxidation of carbon monoxide and volatile organic compounds, and the reduction of nitrogen oxide species, in high temperature oxidizing environments substantially without the formation of toxic and volatile ruthenium oxide species.

2. The catalyst of claim 1, further comprising: at least one promoter selected from the group consisting of oxides of iron, nickel and cobalt, wherein at least one promoter is disposed on said mixed-metal oxide layer and said reducing and said oxidizing species are disposed on or adjacent said promoter.

3. The catalyst of claim 1 wherein said second metal oxide is cerium oxide.

4. The catalyst of claim 1 wherein said oxidizing species is platinum.

5. The catalyst of claim 1 wherein said oxidizing species is palladium.

6. A process for the oxidation of carbon monoxide and volatile organic compounds, and the reduction of nitrogen oxide, in an oxidizing environment, substantially without the formation of toxic and volatile ruthenium oxide species upon said environment having a high temperature, which process comprises exposing carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, and nitrogen oxide to a stabilized catalyst comprising: a reducing species consisting of ruthenium; a stabilization species consisting of cerium oxide, for stabilizing said ruthenium; an oxidizing species selected from the group consisting of platinum, palladium, silver, and gold; a first metal oxide which possesses more than one stable oxidation state including at least tin oxide; and a second metal oxide which possesses more than one stable oxidation state including at least tin oxide; wherein said cerium oxide, hafnium oxide, and lanthanum oxide; wherein said cerium oxide, first metal oxide and second metal oxide are disposed on or adjacent said promoter.

7. The process of claim 6, wherein said catalyst further comprises: at least one promoter selected from the group consisting of oxides of iron, nickel and cobalt; wherein at least one promoter is disposed on said mixed-metal oxide layer and said reducing and said oxidizing species are disposed on or adjacent said promoter.

8. The process of claim 6 wherein said second metal oxide is cerium oxide.

9. The process of claim 6 wherein said oxidizing species is platinum.

10. The process of claim 6 wherein said oxidizing species is palladium.

11. A stabilized oxidation-reduction catalyst useful for oxidizing carbon monoxide and volatile organic compounds, and reducing nitrogen oxide species, in high temperature applications without substantial loss of ruthenium surface active sites, said catalyst comprising: an oxidizing species selected from the group consisting of platinum, palladium, silver, and gold; a reducing species consisting of ruthenium; and a mixed-metal oxide layer consisting solely of metal oxides, said metal oxides comprising: a stabilizing species consisting of cerium oxide, in an amount sufficient to effectively stabilize said ruthenium; a first metal oxide which possesses more than one stable oxidation state including at least tin oxide; and a second metal oxide selected from the group consisting of cerium oxide, hafnium oxide, and lanthanum oxide.

12. The catalyst of claim 11, further comprising: at least one promoter selected from the group consisting of oxides of iron, nickel and cobalt; wherein at least one promoter is disposed on said mixed-metal oxide layer and said reducing and said oxidizing species are disposed on or adjacent said promoter.

13. The catalyst of claim 11 wherein said second metal oxide is cerium oxide.

14. The catalyst of claim 11 wherein said oxidizing species is platinum.

15. The catalyst of claim 11 wherein said oxidizing species is palladium.

16. A stabilized oxidation-reduction catalyst comprising: a reducing species consisting of ruthenium; a stabilizing species consisting of cerium oxide, in an amount sufficient to effectively stabilize said ruthenium; an oxidizing species selected from the group consisting of platinum, palladium, silver, and gold; a first metal oxide which possesses more than one stable oxidation state including at least tin oxide; and a second metal oxide selected from the group consisting of cerium oxide, hafnium oxide, and lanthanum oxide; wherein said stabilization of said ruthenium substantially reduces the loss of ruthenium active sites in high temperature applications; and wherein said cerium oxide, first metal oxide and second metal oxide together form at least a portion of an active layer which consists solely of mixed-metal oxides.

17. A process for the oxidation of carbon monoxide and volatile organic compounds, and the reduction of nitrogen oxide, in elevated temperature environments, without a substantial loss of ruthenium surface active sites, using a stabilized catalyst comprising: an oxidizing species selected from the group consisting of platinum, palladium, silver, and gold; a reducing species consisting of ruthenium; and a mixed-metal oxide layer consisting solely of metal oxides, said metal oxides comprising: a stabilization species consisting of cerium oxide, in an amount sufficient to stabilize said ruthenium; a first metal oxide which possesses more than one stable oxidation state including at least tin oxide; and
a second metal oxide selected from the group consisting of cerium oxide, hafnium oxide, and lanthanum oxide.

18. The process of claim 17, wherein said stabilized catalyst further comprises:
   at least one promoter selected from the group consisting of oxides of iron, nickel and cobalt; wherein said at least one promoter is disposed on said mixed-metal oxide layer and said reducing and said oxidizing species are disposed on or adjacent said promoter.

19. The process of claim 17 wherein said second metal oxide is cerium oxide.

20. The process of claim 17 wherein said oxidizing species is platinum.

21. The process of claim 17 wherein said oxidizing species is palladium.